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WordPress 3 Ultimate SecurityPackt Publishing, 2011

	Most likely, today, some hacker tried to crack your WordPress site, its data and
	content. Maybe that was just a one-off from some bored kid. Just as likely, it was an
	automated hit, trying dozens of attacks to find a soft spot. Then again, quite likely it
	was both.


	Whether you've been successfully hacked already, else...
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Windows Phone 7 Silverlight CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	I am delighted that Jonathan and Robb undertook the task of writing this book. Both Jonathan and Robb have been involved in the .NET community for a number of years and developed a passion for the Windows Phone. With this book, they have decided to share their knowledge and experience with their readers to help developers dive into doing more...
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jQuery UI 1.8: The User Interface Library for jQueryPackt Publishing, 2011

	Modern web application user interface design requires rapid development and proven results. jQuery UI, a trusted suite of official plugins for the jQuery JavaScript library, gives you a solid platform on which you can build rich and engaging interfaces with maximum compatibility, stability, and a minimum of time and effort.


	jQuery...
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Oracle WebCenter 11g PS3 Administration CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	WebCenter has changed a lot since the last release. A lot of new features have been introduced. We will try to cover all these features. In the first section, the navigation model, the resource model, and the newly supported JSR 286 standard are covered.


	The second section will show you how you can build content-driven portals with...
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Unity 3 Game Development HotshotPackt Publishing, 2011

	Only Unity fits the bill of being a game engine that allows you to create a full 3D game for free, and with phenomenal community support. This book will equip you with the skills to create professional looking games at no cost.


	Unity 3 Game Development Hotshot will teach you how to exploit the full array of Unity 3D's...
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Node Web DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2011

	Welcome to the world of developing web software using Node (also known as Node.js). Node is a newly-developed software platform that liberates JavaScript from the web browser, enabling it to be used as a general software development platform in server-side applications. It runs atop the ultra-fast JavaScript engine from the Chrome browser,...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 Master Data ServicesPackt Publishing, 2011

	It is not customary to start a foreword with an admission that the writer of the foreword has only recently come to personally know the author of the book. I started hearing about Adatis, the company for which Jeremy works, a few years ago. The context was always around Business Intelligence implementations in the United Kingdom, always made...
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Apache Maven 3 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Apache Maven is more than just build automation. When positioned at the very heart of your development strategy, Apache Maven can become a force multiplier not just for individual developers but for Agile teams and managers. This book covers implementation of Apache Maven with popular enterprise technologies/frameworks and introduces Agile...
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MDX with Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 Analysis Services CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	MDX-related books often dedicate a significant part of their content to explaining the concepts of multidimensional cubes, the MDX language and its functions, and other specifics related to working with Analysis Services. And that's perfectly fine, there should be books like that, the tutorials that teach the concepts. However, that also...
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Yii 1.1 Application Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	When Alex told me he was about to write a Yii cookbook about a year ago, I was
	wondering how original it would be, considering the fact that there was already an online
	user-contributed cookbook (also known as Yii wiki). It turned out Alex produced a book
	that is not only full of wisdom about how to use Yii effectively, but also...
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PHPList 2 E-mail Campaign ManagerPackt Publishing, 2011

	Tired of an e-mail BCC list that scrolls off the page or fiddly and hard-to-manage bulk mailing systems? You need phpList—a high-powered, robust, feature-packed mailing system that will "get out of your way" and get the job done.


	phpList 2 E-mail Campaign Manager will guide you from basic installation and setup...
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Flash Facebook CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Written in a cookbook style, this book offers solutions using a recipe-based approach. Each recipe contains step-by-step instructions followed by an analysis of what was done in each task and other useful information. This Cookbook is targeted towards those with at least a basic understanding of the Flash Builder IDE and the Flex framework....
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